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Julie Chevalier’s Darger: his girls is a meditation on the qualities of connections; the 

machinations of social conditions that set our place in the world, and an artist’s relationship 

with his or her art.  The question of how these come to be distilled is laid before us in this 

poetic biography with restraint and insistence; the sequence does exactly what it sets out to 

do.  

In her introduction, Chevalier gives us summaries of the known biographical material 

that exists around Darger, and declares her intent to write his life. Darger is most often 

introduced as an Outsider artist – in my limited experience, usually in the same breath. In 

Chevalier’s introduction, she includes the reader in questioning how her own curiosity grew 

with fragmentary snippets she encountered over a period of time: 

On the back of my Poetry and the Trace Conference program I had scrawled 

‘Why all this attention to Henry Darger? A misfit artist from Chicago who 

traced colouring book outlines and glued them onto street debris.  He spent his 

life mourning a lost newspaper photo?’  

The question of what is considered to have legitimacy, or even currency, in the realm of 

human relationships is then asked by Chevalier’s poetry in many quietly determined ways.  

The setting of time and place is established and layered in the early poems of the collection, 

with everyday poverty and death bearing in quickly. In ‘down state modern gothic: lincoln’s 

asylum for feeble minded children 1904-1909’:   

a bughouse child died from radiator burns 

And a girl was scratched and bitten by rats. 

minnie in the girls’ wing  who would make a funny 



	  
	  

snow angel dies all week from being left  

in a scalding tub matron says  

minnie wasn’t the type to feel pain 

To date-stamp the poems to eras and recorded events in Darger’s life provides us with a 

mechanism by which to check our assumptions. Chevalier does not back away from the 

charged terms her biographical poems require. Her refusal to make more palatable what we 

know gives the work strength – but also means it evades psychoanalytic or medicalised 

interpretations of Darger’s life circumstances as the explanation of his art. This is important 

as recent readings often want to engage these in order to find reason (for example, in Jessica 

Yu’s 2004 documentary In the Realms of the Unreal: the mystery of Henry Darger, where 

interviewees speculate that Darger was on the autism spectrum). Chevalier steers a clear line 

through this by not asking ‘why’ he created art the way he did, but presenting tableaux and 

cataloguing the art’s appearance within these. 

We are given a rendering of artistic production that has the work morphing in our mind’s 

eye like an animation, such as in ‘the darger home for homeless waifs’: 

Little orphan annie 

rooney, the bravest bronzest little 

coppertone sunscreen girl 

looks over her shoulder       at a pup 

pulling down her undies 

darger traces her minus the undies 

over her shoulder the dog turns glandelinian 

Darger’s collaging techniques in his visual art took source materials such as colouring 

books, newspaper advertisements and other found images and worked them into illustrations 

for his lifelong handwritten epic novel The Story of the Vivian Girls, in What is Known as the 

Realms of the Unreal of the Glandeco-Angelinian War Storm, Caused by the Child Slave 

Rebellion. Other poems in Darger: his girls also yield direct descriptions of the art, such as in 

‘war is no sunday school picnic’: ‘my little revolutionary saints, the Vivian girls, fight / to 

free the child slaves from the glandelinian non-believers / i trace shoulder straps to hold their 

skirts up’.  



	  
	  

Biographical narrative is in no short supply, however, as seen in poems such as 

‘company L’ (basic training during the First World War), ‘losers’ (Darger’s commencement 

of his job as a hospital janitor) and ‘little sisters of the poorhouse’ (which documents his 

death). 

The splicing of the art into what is known of the daily routines of Darger’s life also 

sidesteps the argument of whether Darger was an Outsider artist. Chevalier has a position on 

this, noting in her introduction that her subject was ‘much more’ than that (no doubt due to 

the label potentially being seen as diminishing, or one that implies that the artist is not aware 

of their own practice). 

Moreover, she offers us the view that the art was created as a response to hardship, and 

material survival. The poetry seems to suggest that if any aspect of Darger’s circumstances 

had been different, he may have channelled his energies differently (via the repeating motifs 

of poverty and questions around the limits of his personal agency). The fact that we cannot 

know his motivations in creating his artworks makes the poem sequence compelling; we read 

to try to discover them. 

An unusual feature of Chevalier’s language is the occasional appearance of an Australian 

colloquialism (for example ‘tucker’ in ‘the miracle of mashed potato’). This might be 

distracting for some. On further reading, however, it creates a collaging effect of its own; 

Chevalier’s bio includes the shift from her birthplace of New Jersey, where she grew up, to 

Australia in the 1960s. Her use of these terms bears its own kind of stamp, emphasising 

idiosyncrasies in her own art, but also indicating the writing-place of this work (a small 

signature of its provenance). It turns out that a large collection of Darger’s illustrations is held 

in Hobart’s MONA. I stumbled across them unexpectedly on my first visit there, hung in one 

of MONA’s underground (even darker, even more subterranean) rooms – perhaps another 

reminder of how the web of artistic production is rhizomatic, global, and how this can spring 

from any originating point.  

‘Why all this attention to Henry Darger?’ The author who asked that question one day at 

a symposium has gone on to examine her question in the most thorough way, which is to 

respond in kind. Titles such as Darger: his girls broaden the scope and potential readership of 

Australian poetry, ploughing intriguing subject matter that enters into both historical account 

and biography. As Jessica L. Wilkinson and Ali Alizadeh’s Realpoetik Manifesto of 2012 has 

it, non-fiction poetry ‘does not conceal the poet’s entrance into, and dialogue within, the 

world of facts’. Chevalier has shown us just how resonant the result can be, and how 

accomplished. 


